
Light pillar full
colour
Full-color light pillar for optimum impact 
 
 Is your customer looking for a way to put their product, business premises or other object in the
spotlight? These light pillars from the JB in�atable collection are ideal! We supply these light pillars with
an extremely quiet internal blower and adjustable LED lighting (with remote control). We specialize in
creating advertising materials, preferably customized to meet your requirements. We can, therefore,
supply this pillar in any size and color imaginable, for instance for use during trade fairs. They can be
printed with a text and logo to the customer’s taste. Please contact us to discuss the possibilities!

  
 In�ates extremely quickly 
 
 The standard version of this full-color light pillar is 2.5 meters tall and is very easy to set up. When using
the clear manual, it will only take one person ten minutes! It has a silent blower as a standard feature
and everything else you need is also conveniently included: a practical transport bag and a remote control
used to change the color of the light.

  
 Premium quality with a 2-year warranty 
 
 Like you have come to expect from JB, our presentation products have several reinforced tension points,
they are multiply stitched and are made of strong, high-quality PVC to make them durable and easy to
keep clean. It goes without saying that these light pillars come with a 2-year warranty, which allows you
to o�er a product with years of valued presentation fun.

  
 Purchase these beautiful, stylish and easily in�atable pillars for your customers and guarantee that they
can present themselves in a unique way.

  
 More than 15,000 customers have also opted for JB

   
For over 15 years, JB has allowed people around the world to present themselves. Our developers,
designers and logistics sta� supply unique and distinctive in�atable items and you are always assured of
our professional service and delivery. It is for good reason people call us ‘creators of greatness’!

In�ated product

Height 8ft

Setting up / Break down

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Speci�cations packaged product

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU Lichtpilaarfullcolour

Warranty 1 year warranty

Service 2 years service

Including Logbook / manual
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Transport bag
LED-lighting


